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No respect for 3-year-old pacing star Agent Q
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
As a journalist I try not to look at polls as
true indicators. Yet sometimes you have to
wonder what others are thinking about. More
specifically, it was hard to quantify the validity
of the week 11 Hambletonian Society-Breeders
Crown Top Ten poll since it appeared to be
missing one horse that should by the merits
of her accomplishments be no worse than Top
Five. Her name is Agent Q.
There is no way to get into the minds of
others and rationally understand why the
exclusion, but what drew attention this time
around was the sudden appearance of Blazin
Britches into the select group while somehow
Agent Q, the clear sophomore pacing filly division leader, was missing.
Agent Q has been the best sophomore pacing
filly in North America this year bar none.
Take nothing away from Blazin Britches, who
simply crushed her rivals on Hambletonian
Day. That Brian Brown-trained daughter of
Rock N Roll Heaven may prove in the same
league with Agent Q after a few more significant stakes victories. It’s just that Agent Q has
been doing this for nearly two racing seasons
and has met and conquered the best in the
division, more recently starting to distance
herself from those expected to be her rivals.
You’d hate to think there is any personal
bias against Agent Q. Her appearance in the
Mistletoe Shalee was clouded with suspicion

10%

as her trainer Aaron Lambert was relegated to
the sidelines. Chris Ryder’s name was substituted for her inclusion in the stakes events at
the East Rutherford track. Lambert’s name
missing shouldn’t have had any impact on the
performance and it didn’t as Agent Q dominated her rivals in the Shalee in the same
manner she did in the Lynch at The Downs at
Mohegan Sun Pocono a few weeks earlier.
Agent Q won her fourth straight race against
premier competition this past Saturday at
the aforementioned track in the Poconos and
cast aside rivals Bettor’s Up (Fan Hanover
winner) and Idyllic Beach with something to
spare. Scott Zeron substituted for driver David
Miller who was in Cleveland and put his filly
on the front to stay passing the stands the first
time. Her 1:50 4/5 effort got the attention of her
driver. “Scott told me he thought she was done
and then she just kicked into another gear,”
said Aaron Lambert.
“You can race her any way you want and
she’ll respond,” said Lambert of the one-time
$25,000 yearling purchase that with each
victory is getting closer and closer to a sevenfigure career bank account. “The owners
picked her out. I think the pedigree was there
but perhaps she was a little on the small side.”
Her victory in the Lynch, in my opinion,
was perhaps her best race as David Miller
took her on a long uncovered bid and devoured
her rivals into the homestretch. That victory
was followed up with an equally impressive
1:48 4/5 victory in the Mistletoe Shalee where
once again Miller let her dawdle on the outside
as the pace accelerated and called on her for
maximum performance in the stretch.
With 19 career starts, Agent Q has won nine
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Agent Q will attempt a two-year sweep of the PA Sire Stakes
CONTINUED from page 1

times and finished second nine times. That’s
incredible consistency.
She put in a big mile in the Lismore at
Yonkers in May but was rolled over by
Tequila Monday on that occasion.
“I think she has raced great in every start,”
said Lambert, defending the early season
loss. “I was trying to get her set up for the
Fan Hanover. With the half-mile track you
can draw poorly or get a bad trip.”
Since the Lismore loss, Agent Q was on the
losing end of the Fan Hanover by a nose as
hometown favorite Bettor’s Up took the lead
and wouldn’t relinquish it. Agent Q has more
than avenged that defeat and with each start
appears to be getting stronger.
Despite the inexpensive yearling price, it’s
hard to look at the pedigree of Agent Q and
not think she has the genetic makeup to be
a star. Her dam Teenage Paige was a rugged
race mare that won in 1:50 and earned nearly
$380K. Her second dam Paige Nicole Q was
a Breeders Crown champion and earned
$712K. Her fourth dam Madam Madusa was
a full sister to Arties Dream, one of the fastest 2-year-olds I’d ever seen when he debuted
in 1980.
Lambert believes there are sound reasons
for Agent Q’s development this year. “We put
her away when she was 110 percent,” said
Lambert. “Her last start as a 2-year-old was
her best race.” That last race was the Breeders Crown and Agent Q overcame post 10 and
closed with a furious rush to miss by a scant
nose of taking home the title. Her determination has never been questioned and this year

Agent Q has won the Mistletoe Shalee and Lynch Memorial stakes this year.
she’s getting better each week.
“We’re going to race her in the last leg of
the Sire Stakes,” said Lambert. “Then hopefully go in the final.”
Agent Q will be looking to sweep both the
freshman (2016) and sophomore Pennsylvania
Championships with a scheduled start at The
Meadows on August 26 and the $260,000 finale
at Harrah’s Philadelphia on September 3.
Schedules will keep Agent Q away from
Blazin Britches for the time being but the two
could finally meet on the racetrack for the
first time in September if connections both
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enter the Nadia Lobell at Hoosier Park on
September 13. That race is a week before the
Jugette, a race that Blazin Britches is eligible
to but Agent Q is not.
Both fillies could have a date with destiny
on October 27 in the Breeders Crown final.
For now Agent Q has positioned herself as
the best filly in North America. Her trainer
believes her future is indeed bright. “I think
she has the talent to step up and do very well
as a 4-year-old,” Lambert said.
Hopefully by then Agent Q will no longer
be a secret to some.

The magic happens on the World Driving Championship bus
Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast

I have no clue what’s going on during the
World Trotting Conference in Prince Edward
Island this week. There are a lot of important
people from the industry converging onto a
tiny island in Canada to discuss all aspects
of harness racing. It’s what needs to be done,
formally and officially. But more is getting
done on the tour bus of the World Driving
Championship!
Eleven nations, 40-plus people, together
for 7-plus days! Add in everyone from each
track that we’re visiting and we represent
all aspects of the industry and the WORLD of
Harness Racing. Old, young, drivers, trainers, owners, fans, mums, breeders, presidents, media, mates, punters, and sons. I can
go on and on.

The point is that we’re all together on this
trip and we’re all interacting and learning in
a competitive, professional, but relaxed and
friendly environment. I’ve learned so much
about the subcultures of countries and their
own version of Harness Racing! We all share
ideas and learn from each other. There is no
arguing or debate. No allegiances, no agendas. All of us sharing ideas and bonding.
These people I have met on this journey
will be friends for life now. It’s that simple.
I’ve been to many conferences in and out of
Harness Racing and what I see is allegiances,
cliques and very little interaction with someone you don’t know. Sure it’s a handshake
and a nod, but nothing gets discussed.
I had dinner with Mika Forss, breakfast
with Erik Hoitomt and drinks with Dexter
Dunn, Shane Graham, and James MacDonald. Three different friendly environments to
discuss Harness Racing and they all worked
SO much better than a formal setting or a
formal dinner. You don’t learn from formal
settings because everyone’s guard is up. It’s
the physical guard of a fancy suit and tie plus
the mental guard of “I have to be on my best
behavior”.

Ryan Macedonio

Ryan Macedonio (center) on the World
Driving Tour party bus.

Go and have breakfast with someone you
don’t really know and very quickly, the guard
is broken. The real person comes out and
that’s where the magic happens. I propose
from now on that all meetings are done over
breakfast and/or in a pub; never again in a
conference hall or hotel banquet room. There
will be more unity among everyone and the
facades will disappear. We need the World
Trotting Conference to finalize ideas. We
need the World Driving Championship to
create them.

Amateur restrictions need tinkering

SPOTLIGHT ON

HOOSIER PARK
COVERAGE
PRESENTED BY
By Derick Giwner
Each week we’ll highlight a race from
Hoosier Park. On Friday (Aug. 18) the
Invitational stacks up as an interesting
event with multiple contenders.

Race 13 - $21K Invitational Pace
Hannah Miller is the two-time Amateur Driver of the Year.

By Derick Giwner
Once upon a time I was a semi-regular
on the amateur racing scene. We raced for
microscopic purses in mostly non-betting
races with the real prize being the thrill of
victory.
There were more limited opportunities
back then for an amateur. The racing was
seasonal (April to November) in one or two
amateur clubs. Much of that changed when
the GSY Series was introduced in 2011-12 and
eventually became a mainstay at The Meadowlands. An amateur can now race virtually
every week and those races would be on the
betting program.
A few days ago the GSY club sent out a
release saying that the club would be split
into two divisions, one for those drivers 50
years and older and another open division for
anyone that wanted to enter. The move was
made to keep the group afloat since the races
did not fill during the final three weeks of the
Meadowlands’ meet partially due to competition from other clubs.
“I worked hard to put this club together
and it was going to fall apart,” said GSY Club
founder Dave Yarock, clearly passionate
about keeping the GSY alive.
An equally fervent GSY driver who would
be excluded from half of the series, 25-yearold Hannah Miller, was clearly upset when I
reached her by phone. “I do it because I love
to drive,” said Miller about why she competes
in the series.
While the release seemed quite clear,
Yarock maintained that the new age-excluding division was hardly set in stone and he
was simply trying to find a way to live up
to the club’s mission statements of providing fair and competitive racing that benefit
educational development of younger people
and the racetracks which host the club.
“There is an open dialogue. Nothing is set
in stone,” said Yarock.
With that in mind, despite the fact that
I haven’t competed in a race since 2013 and

Geri Schwarz

have no immediate plans to put my stellar
41-3-4-1 driving record in jeopardy of getting
worse, I’ve decided to provide some ideas
which could help the series prosper and give
all drivers a chance to taste victory.
I’ve driven in races where I knew I had the
best horse and probably couldn’t lose and
it is plenty of fun, but I’ve also experienced
having a lesser quality horse and watched
others dominate. There is no worse feeling than driving long distances to the track
knowing you have no shot to compete. With
the modifications below, perhaps most of
the drivers in each race can have the thrill
of thinking they have a chance almost every
week when they head to the track. Everyone
benefits from that. The track and handicappers get a competitive field and more drivers
have the opportunity to win.
• All horses in amateur races must be
entered for a claiming tag. This will keep
amateurs from trying to place horses in
tough spots to get money off their cards so
they fit an amateur race.
• All amateur races will be handicapped
by the racing secretary at the participating
track. This will help ensure that the fields are
more competitive.
• Any horse which wins more than two
legs of an amateur series is ineligible for any
subsequent series’ during that calendar year.
• Any driver which wins more than five
amateur races in a year is ineligible to
compete in the club for the remainder of that
year.
The above rules provide all drivers – regardless of age, sex or color – with an equal opportunity to participate while making clear that
competitive races are a top priority.
Hopefully the GSY club will prosper for
years to come because amateur driving
provides the rare opportunity for anyone to
actually compete in a professional arena.
You don’t have to be one of the 900 best in the
world to race, you just need the desire to want
to try the adventure. Maybe I’ll even dust off
my colors and give it a go again in the future.

One of the best angles in the sport is a
sharp horse moving up in class. My rule
of thumb is if a horse wins by more than
two lengths in his previous start, they
are worth a shot facing tougher competition, especially at a price.
(1) FREEDOMFORMYSOUL has won
three straight races while climbing up
the claiming ladder. His last two wins
were by 6-1/2 and 3-1/2 lengths while
making impressive moves from the back
of the pack. There is no doubt going from
claiming races to the Invitational is a
major class test, but it is pretty obvious that trainer Stewart has this guy
in career form and we should get much
better than the 1-2 price he offered in
victory last week.
(6) NEW TALENT is like the mailman
because he always delivers. In 15 starts
here in 2017, he has been at least second
14 times! It also helps his chances that he
is the speed of the race and should make
the front without having to work overly
hard. He’s a must on your exotic tickets
and certainly capable of winning if you
can stomach shorter odds.
(8) MYKINDACHIP took wagering
action right at the start and drifted up.
The early money proved to be right as
he burst home in 26 2/5 for the win. The
post gets a bit more difficult this week
but there is no denying he can win.
(2) SHOOTERS DREAM does his
best work near the lead and came away
eighth last time, so draw a line through
that performance. He looks like a legitimate longshot play.
(7) ODDS ON EQUULEUS ships in
from the east coast with bad form but
plenty of back class. I’d prefer to watch
a start over the track before considering him but if he looks great in the post
parade, maybe alter that stance.
The Plays:
Freedomformysoul to win
Exacta: 1,2 / 1,2,6,8
Trifecta: 1 / 6 / ALL
Trifecta: 1 / ALL / 6

Zeron seeks New York-bred double in EBC Finals at Tioga
By Derick Giwner
New York’s best 3-year-old pacers will
be at Tioga Downs on Sunday afternoon to
compete in the rich Empire Breeders Classic
series and driver Scott Zeron is hoping for a
big payday with a pair of serious contenders.
In the $268,100 EBC final for colts and geldings, Zeron has a late bloomer that seems
poised to peak at the opportune moment. Art
Scene burst onto the radar of handicappers
everywhere when he came uncovered at 15-1
and wore down the 1-9 favorite Funknwaffles
to win one of three eliminations last Sunday
in 1:51 2/5.
The winning time for Art Scene knocked
nearly three seconds off his career best, but
Zeron wasn’t overly surprised with the mile.
“He always had that in him,” said Zeron
about the big effort at Tioga. “He was a little
bit bumpy at high speeds and Tony (Alagna,
trainer) took a step back to get him corrected.
Now his gait is perfect and his attitude is
great.
“We always thought from the beginning
he would be a top colt but he just had some
miscalculated breaks. In Florida during the
winter he trained down great and reminded
me of Artspeak.”
There were hints of Art Scene’s ability
in his past performance lines according
to Zeron. Back on July 2 at Tioga the son of
American Ideal-Lover Of Art made a strong
wide move in the Geers series to just miss
by a neck in 1:51 3/5. In his most recent
start at The Meadowlands facing the elite of
the 3-year-old division in the Cane Pace, he
finished sixth but passed a half-dozen horses
in the stretch. “In the Cane we found room
late and he was flying at the wire. The way
he finished I thought there was a good chance
he’d step up,” said Zeron.
Sunday’s EBC Final, race 7 on the 9-race
card, is a field loaded with talented NY-breds.
Starting just to the inside of Art Scene are In
A Single Bound and Heaven’s Gait in posts 1
and 2 respectively. Both stopped the clock in
1:50 4/5 while winning their eliminations last
week.
The win by In A Single Bound, a gelded son
of Roll With Joe, was his eighth in 11 starts
this year. After leaving to the front he yielded
to frequent Grand Circuit participant Miso
Fast and was able to wear that foe down late.

Billy Dobson will be in the bike behind In A
Single Bound while Miso Fast starts from
post 4 for Matt Kakaley.
Heaven’s Gait seems likely to be the post
time favorite off his visually impressive 4-1/4
length win, his fourth straight victory. David
Miller takes the lines once again behind the
Rock N Roll Heaven-sired colt.
Music Is Art, Chip Walther, Talent Soup
and Outkast Blue Chip drew posts 5 through
8, respectively, whith the aforementioned
Funknwaffles, who had a three-race win
streak snapped by Art Scene, in post 9.
Sharing the spotlight on Sunday is the
$262,850 EBC final for fillies (race 8) led by
Tequila Monday. She brushed to the front and
blazed down the road in 1:51 to win her elimination over the Scott Zeron-driven American
Sara. Despite the solid second-place finish,
the driver elected to steer the other Mark
Steacy trainee in the field Obvious Blue Chip.
“American Sara raced well but I was disappointed with the way she came across the
wire,” said Zeron. “Obvious Blue Chip was
the opposite. She was raging with pace.”
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After settling in third, Obvious Blue
Chip had to wait for room in the stretch but
charged home very late in the mile to be third
beaten a length behind Clear Idea in a 1:52
mile.
“She had impressed me when I’ve driven
her before,” said Zeron. “Her connections
told me that she had some issues tying up and
things weren’t going right but that she’d be
better last week.”
Obvious Blue Chip will start from post 3
for Zeron while elimination winners Tequila
Monday and Clear Idea received posts 1 and
2, respectively.
Tioga’s card is filled with stakes and will
also feature the Miss Versatility for older
trotting mares and the Roll With Joe for
older pacers. Zeron is looking forward to
driving Shamballa in the latter after a sharp
1:51 3/5 qualifying win at Tioga on August
11. “He’s missed seven weeks but couldn’t
have been any stronger in his qualifier,”
said Zeron.
Post time for the opener on Sunday is 1:00
p.m. with the Roll With Joe carded as race 9.
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Art Scene (5) got his nose up at the wire in his EBC elimination.
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EXPANDED BREEDERS CROWN EDITION

By Derick Giwner

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.

Gingras goes into $340,000 Zweig with confidence in Ariana G
By Jay Bergman
After a Hambletonian that had more questions than answers to many, the $320,000
Harry M. Zweig Memorial on Friday night
at Vernon Downs is the first stage of many
ahead that hopes to bring more clarity to
the sophomore trotting division. The willshe-won’t-she tale that was a prelude to the
Hambletonian draw a few weeks ago left
some unsatisfied. For those the appearance
of Ariana G among the nine sophomores in
the field is major news.
“I think there’s no question she was the
best on Hambletonian Day if you’re just
talking about the first heat,” said Yannick
Gingras, her driver. “I think she’s as good as
any 3-year-old out there.”
Gingras has the ultimate amount of confidence in the Hambletonian Oaks champion
and believes Friday’s results will be different
for the Jimmy Takter-trained lass than they
were when she was defeated by male competition in the Beal final on July 1.
“She wasn’t 100 percent that night,” said
Gingras of the Beal. “The draw was terrible
and you have to leave really hard into that
first turn to overcome it.”
Gingras didn’t get Ariana G out fast enough
in the Beal and that left him no choice but
to come first over, a trip than on that night
earned her a third-place finish, the lone loss
of her otherwise brilliant campaign.
“I would have to say that her win in the
Oaks and her NJSS Final were her two best
efforts of the year,” Gingras said.
While Ariana G will start inside the two
colts that finished ahead of her in the Beal,
it didn’t appear as if Gingras was taking the
post as a definitive advantage. “It’s a different
track than Pocono so I don’t think it’s a big
edge for us,” Gingras said.
Beal champion Devious Man was put up to
second in the Hambletonian final. The New
York-bred son of Credit Winner knows the
track having captured the $252,000 Empire
Breeders Classic final here in June. Andy
Miller will guide Devious Man from post
seven for his wife, trainer Julie Miller. Devious Man has finished first or second in all
eight of his starts this year with a career
bankroll that stepped over the $1 million
mark in the Hambletonian.
Long Tom finished second in the Beal and
enters the Zweig looking to bounce back.
The Marcus Melander-trained son of Muscle
Hill looked very solid on the front end in his
Hambletonian elimination heat only to break
stride entering the homestretch. Driver Tim
Tetrick will get another chance from post six
on Friday night.
International Moni hopes to bounce back
from his lone 2017 defeat in the Hambletonian
final. The son of Love You and Moni Maker
captured his elimination heat at The Meadowlands but then was knocked off-stride in
the final in an incident that spilled out after
the race. International Moni’s trainer Frank
Antonacci believed that Yannick Gingras,
driving Victor Gio IT, interfered with his
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Anette Zackrisson was all smiles in the winner’s circle after a win by Ariana G.
horse costing him a chance at the sport’s
biggest prize. To his credit, Gingras has
already put that day behind him and is looking forward to the Zweig. “I’ve got nothing to
say about that,” said Gingras, confirming his
stance.
International Moni and Scott Zeron may
have a lot to say on Friday. With the pole position the colt will have plenty of opportunity to
reassert his position in the sophomore class.
Trainer John Butenschoen’s Bill’s Man lost
his Hambletonian elimination by a nose after
a rugged first over attempt. Unfortunately
without the benefit of a protected post draw
for the final, the son of Credit Winner landed
post 10 and was backed up for the duration of

the $1 million final. Driver Corey Callahan
should be expected to keep Bill’s Man closer
to the action on Friday with the benefit of a
post two draw.
Gingras hopes to find the winner’s circle
in the Zweig Memorial filly division carded
one race earlier as race nine with Feed Your
Head. “She is very good right now,” Gingras
said. “She got used a bit much trying to
chase Ariana G in the Oaks but without
Ariana G in the field I think she has a very
good chance.”
Feed Your Head drew post five in the
$135,000 event.
The Vernon Downs 12-race program has a
first post of 6:45 p.m. on Friday.

Hambletonian was off the common path from a breeding perspective
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
While Hambletonian 2017 will go down in
history as the first ever running of the American classic race for 3-year-old trotters to
have featured a disqualified winner in What
The Hill, also included were several other
unique pedigree circumstances that we just
don’t see every day.
For openers, not one starter was sired by
Cantab Hall, generally considered the second
leading trotting stallion behind Muscle Hill.
The latter meanwhile accounted for six of the
19 elimination starters but not one garnered
a check in the Final. Amazingly just one of
the six Muscle Hill-sired elimination starters made the Final, he being the disqualified
winner What The Hill.
It might also be noted that What The Hill
contested the final heat minus the trotting
hopples he wore in the first heat and in addition raced without shoes.
For the first time in recent memory, two
starters – International Moni and Victor Gio

IT – qualify as European sired with Victor
Gio IT being European bred as well having
been foaled in Italy. He is by the current
overseas sensation Ready Cash, the sire of
this year’s Prix d’Amerique winner Bold
Eagle. International Moni is by the highly
successful French bred stallion Love You,
a son of leading European sire Cocktail Jet
who is also the broodmare sire for Shake It
Off Lindy, that one by Lindy stallion Crazed.
It should be remembered that the 2001
Hambletonian Champion Scarlet Knight was
bred, foaled, raised and sold on these shores
then exported to Sweden where he trained
and raced prior to returning for the Hambo.
Whereas younger mares tend to dominate
stakes races with their produce, especially
those arriving within their earlier foals, this
year a number of “seasoned veterans” got
into the act.
For example, Devious Man is the 12th foal
of Miss Garland, she a foal of 1990 and thus a
spry 27 years young as this is written. Devious Man, who was foaled when Miss Garland
was 24, is a half-brother to the 2005 Hambletonian Champion Vivid Photo, that one foaled
in 2002 when Miss Garland was a mere 12.
Then there’s Dover Dan, an Andover Hall
son of the brilliant CR Kay Suzie. That well
remembered amazon was foaled in 1992,

making her 25 as this is written. Obviously
not a prolific breeder, Dover Dan is but her
sixth live foal from a breeding career that
commenced in 1998.
We mentioned International Moni as
having a French sire in Love You. His dam,
the immortal Moni Maker, was foaled in
1993 and would’ve been 24 if she hadn’t
passed away in 2014. International Moni is
her 10th foal and there is one more, a current
2-year-old named American Moni via her
first meeting with the dominant sire Muscle
Hill. American Moni qualified at the Red
Mile last Thursday, finishing third behind
older horses in 1:57 2/5. He starts from post
2 in the third race on August 17, a $30,000 leg
of the Kentucky Sire Stakes over the same
track.
Southwind Woody, a son of Muscle HillWinky’s Star, is kind of a unique story in
that the dam, a foal of 1996, was empty since
2009 before foaling Southwind Woody in 2014.
Despite her 21 years, Winky’s Star, a Pine
Chip daughter of the great Winky’s Gill, has
accounted for just five foals in her less than
prolific breeding career.
Other than a first-time ever disqualification and some older “gals” getting in the act,
it was a relatively normal Hambletonian.

Plenty of news available for Sept. 10 Goshen Yearling Sale
Winbak Farm is excited to be a partner
in the third annual Goshen Yearling Sale,
which will be held September 10th at the
Mark Ford Training Center in Middletown,
New York.
Winbak’s yearling lineup for the sale
includes New York and Pennsylvania-sired
yearlings.
The Goshen Yearling Sale videos for
Winbak’s lineup are now posted at www.
winbakfarm.com. For videos, click on an
individual yearling’s hip number to watch
the yearling in action.
The yearlings are sired by some of the
most proven stallions in North America.
Winbak will also be selling eight yearlings
from the first crop of Heston Blue Chip at
this sale.
The New York-eligible pacing lineup is
sired by: Artiscape, Heston Blue Chip, and
Roll With Joe. Seven Pennsylvania-sired
yearlings by Delmarvalous and Well Said
will also be selling.
The New York-eligible trotting lineup
includes yearlings sired by Conway Hall,
CR Excalibur, Crazed, Lucky Chucky, Mutineer and RC Royalty. Winbak is also selling
a Pennsylvania-sired Explosive Matter filly,
Spring In Paris.
For more information on Winbak Farm yearlings, please call James Ladwig, Winbak Farm
Yearling Manager, at 410.885.3059 or email him
at james.ladwig@winbakfarm.com.

-edited release (Winbak Farm)

Online catalogs available
The third annual Goshen Yearling Sale,
slated for September 10, 2017 at the Mark Ford
Training Center, has been added to the popular Equineline Sales Catalog iPad App.
Goshen Yearling Sale president Bob Boni
noted, “More and more technology has
become part of the sales tools and our catalog
is now available at Equineline to be downloaded to the iPad. This has clearly become
increasingly popular with yearling buyers
and it is yet another way we are hoping to
accommodate our customers.”
“We are very proud of the accomplishment
of many of the graduates from our first two
sales, and just last night the $12,000 yearling
purchase from last year’s Hanover Shoe Farm
Consignment SCUOLA HANOVER was the
very impressive winner of a $52,618 PaSS at
Pocono Downs in a new record 1:53 4/5 with a
26 3/5 last quarter for trainer Andrew Stafford
and driver David Miller and owners Art and
Andrew Stafford and Thomas Ireland.”
The powerful tool is free and available
for any potential buyer at subscribed Standardbred auctions. The app loads sales
catalogs to a user’s iPad and enables techsavvy prospective purchasers to write on
and highlight catalog pages, assign ratings,
make conformations notes, create lists and
most importantly search and sort the catalog by sire, dam’s sire, state of eligibility and
much more.
The download is free and the app is free

from the iTunes App Store.
In addition, a downloadable PDF version
of the complete catalog is also available on
the sales website: GoshenYearlingSale.com
and of course, printed and bound catalogs
can also be requested and mailed and are
currently available at many of the tri-state
racetracks and training centers.
The sale features 115 yearlings, with 72
eligible in New York and 42 in Pennsylvania and will also offer the first yearlings to
be sold by the brilliant World Champions
Captaintreacherous and Sweet Lou. Links
to videos of many of the yearlings have been
added to the sale roster on the website, and
more are being added on a daily basis.
The Goshen Yearling Sale is centrally
located in Middletown, NY, at the Mark Ford
Training Center, which is within a 90-minute
drive from all the major harness racing hotspots in NY, NJ and PA.

-edited release (Goshen Yearling Sale)

Have something to say?
Contact Editor Derick Giwner via emai:
DGiwner@DRF.com

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
Friday, August 18
The meadows (5:00 p.m.)
PA Sire Stakes - 3yoCP (Races 4 & 5)
Featuring: Fear The Dragon, Huntsville (Race 4)

vernon Downs (6:45 P.m.)
$320,000 Zweig - 3yoT (Race 10)
Featuring: Ariana G, International Moni
$140,000 Zweig Filly - 3yoFT (Race 9)
Featuring: Feed Your Head, Celebrity Ruth
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoCP (Races 7, 8 & 11)
Featuring: Jimtastic (Race 11)

Saturday, August 19
charlottetown (7:00 p.m.)
$60,000 Gold Cup & Saucer - OpenP (Race 14)
Featuring: Always At My Place

Sunday, August 20
Tioga Downs (1:00 P.M.)
$260K+ EBC Finals - 3yoF&CP (Races 7 & 8)
Featuring: Heaven’s Gait, In A Single Bound (Race 7)
Tequila Monday (Race 8)
$163,000 Roll With Joe - OpenP (Race 9)
Featuring: Boston Red Rocks, All Bets Off,
Wakizashi Hanover, Shamballa
$40,000 Ms Versatility - MareT (Race 5)
Featuring: Pasithea Face S
Tompkins - 2yoFT (Race 2)
Featuring: Seven Karats

Trois Rivieres (2:30 P.M.)
$200,000 Prix D’Ete - 4yoP (Race 14)
Featuring: Sintra, Western Fame

Derick Giwner on the $320,000 Zweig at Vernon
Friday & $268,100 EBC Final at Tioga Sunday.

pocono (7:30 P.M.)
PA Sire Stakes - 2yoCT (Races 3, 4 & 5)
Featuring: You Know You Do (Race 5)

Monday, August 21
monticello (12:50 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoFT (Races 2, 3 & 8)
Featuring: Lima Novelty (Race 2); Plunge Blue Chip (Race 3)

Looking Ahead
Mohawk (8/25) - $160,000 Casual Breeze
Mohawk (8/26) - $210,000 Eternal Camnation
Mohawk (8/26) - $210,000 Nassagaweya
Mohawk (8/26) - Canadian Pacing Derby Elims
Yonkers (8/26) - Yonkers Trot Elims
Yonkers (8/26) - Messenger Pace Elims
Tioga (8/27) - $175,000 Crawford Farms Trot
Tioga (8/27) - $175,000 Artiscape Pace
Tioga (8/27) - $175,000 Joie De Vie Trot
(All post times are E.D.T.)

